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AMCHAMS IN EUROPE ASSOCIATION WEBINAR ON COVID-19
On 3 July, 2020, AmChams in Europe Association (ACE) held 2nd webinar on COVID-19. During the meeting the top business
leaders from AmChams EU, Slovakia, Sweden and Russia – Mr. Maxime Bureau, Director, Government Affairs, 3M; Mr.
Gabriel Galgoci, Managing Director, AT&T; Ms. Malin Parkler, Country Manager, Pfizer; Mr. Leonid Tarasov, Country
Manager, Delta Airlines focused on the economic recovery perspective, covering the issues of traveling, workforce and
vaccine, etc. The webinar was moderated by Ms. Susan Danger, CEO AmCham EU, and AmCham in Europe Chair. AmCham
member Companies participated in the webinar.

FAST MOVING CONSUMER GOODS – FMCG COMMITTEE VIRTUAL MEETING
On 21 July 2020, AmCham held its regular Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) Committee Virtual Meeting. During the
meeting, AmCham Members, AmCham Partners – the American University of Armenia (AUA) Acopian Center for the
Environment and Union of Manufacturers and Business of Armenia (UMBA) discussed:
One to One Calls with the Business Community for introducing the jointly prepared Pager on Waste Management
mechanisms implementation in Armenia to encourage the Armenian business community to join the efforts in establishing
transparent, effective, and sustainable packaging waste collection and recovery system in order to meet its environmental
obligations. After the calls a learning was shared that that the local companies were having hard time joining the initiative
and make a financial commitment, given the current situation of the pandemic. Another reason is that most of the local
companies do not have systematic KPIs on environmental protection indicators. However, with the awareness-raising and
the international companies' leadership, it is planned to engage as many local companies as possible in the AmCham Initiative
of Sustainable Waste Management project.
AmCham Members, Partners, and Executive Team participated in the meeting:
Ms. Elina Markaryan, CCHBC, Ms. Anahit Tunyan, CCHBC, Mr. Harutyun Alpetyan, AUA Acopian Center for the Environment,
Ms. Syuzanna Hayrapetyan, UMBA.
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Armenian Business Community

Take the lead and make your voice heard in the upcoming changes!
With this letter, we encourage the Armenian business community to join the efforts in establishing transparent, efficient,
and sustainable post-consumer waste management system to meet Armenia’s obligations to introduce Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR) system by 2023. This commitment is part of the EU-Armenia Comprehensive and Enhanced Partnership
Agreement (CEPA) signed between EU and RA of Armenia in 2017:
While Nature Protection Payments (Բնապահպանական վճարներ) aim to mitigate the damages caused to the
environment, the Extended Producer Responsibility system ensures the proper handling of specific post-consumer waste
products (tires, batteries, packaging, etc.) that producers or importers have put in the market.
The models of Extended Producer Responsibility vary from country to country, and Armenia is yet to develop and adopt the
best working model that would meet its environmental and economic needs. The global practice shows that the earlier
the businesses engage in the initial stages of the strategy development, the better model the country adopts. While the
RA Government is obliged to create the necessary legislative framework, the role of the private sector is to support this
process through the following:
▪
▪

Engage in a dialogue with the government and follow up on policy development,
Co-finance the research/study of various scenarios for the introduction of an Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR)
in Armenia and the development of an appropriate model according to international experience.

It is important that the private sector will take an active role in helping to create the best recycling system in the country.
Municipal Post consumption waste (PCW) management is in a development stage in Armenia and we as a business
community need to produce data and evidence on deciding the best case scenario to increase packaging waste recycling in
the most effective and efficient way to create a win-win scenario that will meet compliance targets and at the same time
mitigate potential tax implications on business.
Together, we need to conduct research/study through a professional agency for the following purposes:
• Analyze the current PCW situation, specifically volumes, types, collectors, recyclers, and opportunities; run SWOT to
decide on the best waste collection and recycling practices, from the available alternatives, which will be the most
suitable for Armenia and financially justified.
• Develop the best case implementation plan/guidance scenario for taking actions with the best expert agency.
• To engage with the government and negotiate the best case scenario of collaboration to drive the agenda and
support the business interests.
Join the initiative!
American University of Armenia (AUA)
American Chamber of Commerce of Armenia (AmCham) Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) Committee
Waste Management Working Group
European Business Association Armenia (EBA)
Union of Manufactures and Business of Armenia (UMBA)
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Q&A
Question․ What are the start and end dates of the research?
Answer․ The dates will be determined when the number of organizations interested in the initiatives is confirmed. The study
process is planned to start in September 2020. Before starting the study, a tender will be announced with detailed Terms of
Reference. The best agency selection criteria will be based on the the best technical implementation experience and price.
Question․ Which organization will conduct the research and how will it be selected?
Answer․ Even though there are experienced organizations, the selection will follow the tender procedure – preparation of
Terms of Reference, announcement for tender, receiving applications and selection.
Question․ What is the purpose of the research and what will be the result.
Answer․ As a result of the research, the best waste management model for both the public and private sectors will be
selected. The model will be justified by financial and economic analysis based on the current situation in Armenia.
Question․ Which level specialist form an organization shall be involed?
Answer․ The organization should provide the contact details of a technical manager who is involved in waste management
and environmental issues. However, the process must be under the general director’s supervision.

DID YOU KNOW?
International Plastic Bag Free Day
Plastic Bag Free Day is a global initiative that aims to eliminate the use of single-use plastic bags in the world. International Plastic Bag Free
Day celebrates on the 3rd of July each year. In order to limit the amount of single use plastic bags some countries are opting for bans, taxation
or different forms of voluntary agreements. Banning plastic bags is most effective in cases when they pose an imminent and clear threat,
however, bans depend on strong law enforcement capacity. Examples of countries that have banned are Italy, Rwanda or Bangladesh.
The Armenian Government’s 5 Year Plan includes a strategy for greening the economy and incorporating circular economy principles. As a
circular economy envisages a reduction of the volume of generated waste, one of the next targets in the strategy is the creation of favorable
legal and economic conditions for the private sector to step in with a comprehensive plastic/glass/aluminum bottle return and recycling
system. The Ministry of Environment is also working on developing a list of other single-use plastic items, selected based on an analysis of
the most polluted sites in the country.

AMCHAMS’ JOINT VIRTUAL MEETING
On 10 July, 2020 AmCham Armenia had a joint call with other AmChams which was facilitating by Ms. Veronica Sireteanu,
Policy Manager, AmCham Moldova. During the meeting it was discussed:
• Planning activity of a joint panel in e-TAXCON20 and decided on the topics that would be relevant for AmCham
members as well as interesting and important for all of them. Also, it was mentioned that Chambers should decide
on speakers for the topics that were chosen.
• Starting the TaxCom Coordinators’ Network, by having a regional joint panel event, with participation of respective
Tax Committees Chairs to eventually present and discuss POSTCOVID taxation measures and its effectiveness in all
participating countries.

IRI: THEMATIC SURVEY ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION
On 17 July 2020 AmCham Armenia participated in a virtual roundtable discussion on data and findings of people’s
perception and opinion on the Government response to COVID-19, as well as their viewpoint on the consequences of
the virus.
The survey was conducted by the Institute for Political and Sociological Consulting LLC, one of the leading researches
and communication companies in Armenia, in June 2020. It was implemented with the support of USAID’s
“Strengthening Electoral Processes and Political Accountability in Armenia” program.
The survey questionnaire included questions on individual political figures and state institutions, to see how people’s
opinion has changed towards these officials or state bodies within the period of the state of emergency. The survey was
also spread light on how people perceive Government’s communication efforts, related to COVID-19, and what areas,
according to the citizens, the Government should focus on the most within this tense period of time. The Survey shows
high public confidence in government and optimism about the country’s future, even as Armenians remain concerned
about economic issues.
Below is the link to survey: https://www.iri.org/sites/default/files/armenia_poll_may_2019_final.pdf

